INTRODUCING THE S-52L

VISITORS ARE WELCOME
Everyone around the world is feeling the effects of the
COVID 19 pandemic. We are however open for business
while implementing safety procedures. Visitors are
welcome

SALES ARE BRISK
We just delivered two Quickbuilds, one to British
Columbia, Canada and North Carolina. Two standard kits
recently delivered to Bolivia and Mongolia and Groups 1
& 2 shipped to Maryland. Thank you customers for your
orders. Enjoy!

DEMO FLIGHTS

We also have been busy giving demo flights
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Florida
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Loading in container to Mongolia

After two months of build time.
Excellent job!

TYPE CERTIFICATE PURCHASE
Vertical Aviation Technologies has recently purchased the Type Certificate 1H2 from
Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation. Type Certificate 1H2 is the FAA design approval for the S52 series helicopters originally developed and certified by Sikorsky and will be used to
reenter the commercial market. For 33 years we’ve been selling the S-52 Hummingbird
helicopter as an experimental kit. The program has been highly successful however the
light helicopter commercial market needs more competition and we believe we can be a

market leader. We have a proven product with no development risks and will continue
selling kits along with commercial S-52’s.

PRIMARY CATEGORY CERTIFICATION
Meanwhile we are still pursuing the Primary Category certification. We are well along with
conforming flight tests. If the flight tests go as expected, we could earn certification this
year with no more setbacks like COVID 19. Our FAA certification office has been closed
since last March.

NEW INSTRUMENT PANEL
This is the configuration for the certified S-52L.

QUALITY AIRCRAFT PARTS MANUFACTURING
We just got in another batch of gear forgings. These forgings are machined into
transmission gears as shown in the picture. There are a lot of “hidden” values in
purchasing a Hummingbird. Quality aircraft parts on an experimental kit were unheard of
until the Hummingbird revolutionized the helicopter kit market in 1991.

Forging before and gear after.

Coordinate Measuring Machine

Main Rotor Blade

IO-540 Inventory

DISCOUNTED KITS
Every now and then we experience the opportunity to sell discounted kits. Call 407-3229488 or email sales@vertical-aviation.com for details if you are interested

DID YOU KNOW?
The Hummingbird is the only small helicopter that you will find on wheels. Wheels are
normally found on luxury helicopters that cost upwards of a couple million dollars. Wheels
are great for taxing and take-off and landing.

Be sure to keep on eye out on our website for new changes.

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Vertical Aviation Technologies is seeking qualified investors. We have some exciting news
to announce in the not to distant future. Contact us at sales@vertical-aviation.com or call
407- 322-9488

Vertical Aviation Technologies, Inc.
1609 Hangar Road
Sanford, FL 32773
Located at the Orlando-Sanford International
Airport
Phone: 407-322-9488
Fax: 407-330-2647
Email: sales@vertical-aviation.com

Visit our website



CERTIFIED DESIGN AT A
HOMEBUILT PRICE
Vertical Aviation Technologies, Inc.,
located in Sanford, Florida, is the
manufacturer of the Hummingbird
helicopter. The company was founded by
Bradley G. Clark in 1987. We have sold
over 450 helicopters worldwide from
commercial helicopter operators to
governments including the United States.
We have an excellent reputation with the
FAA and never had a fatality in any
helicopter we have built or sold including
the Hummingbird. Currently, Vertical
Aviation Technologies, Inc. produces the
Hummingbird S-52 series helicopters.

Vertical Aviation Technologies: Making the world more accessible.

